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The Famished Road is a novel written by Nigerian author Ben www.enganchecubano.comhed in , the story of the novel
follows Azaro, an abiku or spirit child, living in an unnamed, most likely Nigerian, city.

I devoured the world, through art, politics, literature, films and music, in order to find the elixir of its tone.
Then it became a perpetual story into which flowed the great seas of African dreams, myths and fables of the
world, known and unknown. I made up stories in the matrix of the ancestral mode. But even in that the tone is
the thing. But it was as a child that I began the book, with innocence and simplicity of heart. With the rich
history of literature turning in my mind, I would disappear into the writing of the novel as into a dream. It was
as if I sensed there was a book there, in the archetypal margins of the numinous world that existed already in
the spirit realm; my task was to bring it here, as one lowering intact a perfect vision. Terra review â€” new
Ben Okri poem accompanies earthy dance Read more The novel was written to give myself reasons to live.
Often the wonder of living fades from us, obscured by a thousand things. I wanted to look at life afresh and
anew and I sought a story that would give me the right vantage point. It is also meant to be a humorous book
â€” from the perspective of the spirits, the deeds and furies of men are tinged with absurdity. Poverty
compelled me to break off writing the novel in order to shape another, different book which would help keep
me alive. This was a book of short stories and it forced compression on me. The stories my mother told me
were elliptical and strange, and the philosophies of my father, steeped in the ancient African world that was
older and stranger than the Greek myths, hovered above me in the little room where I wrote. There was a lake
I walked round every day, in a ritual that magnetised my spirit. The novel was drawn from a half-glimpsed
world, and it was fading fast from reality. In that sense the novel is a sort of elegy. Not the things we saw, but
the things in between â€” the myths in between, the tone in between â€” were the key to its mysteries. Time,
which decays everything else, gives literature a strange new life. As we diminish in time, works of literature
grow. I hope that time has been kind to The Famished Road. The river became a road and the road branched
out to the whole world. And because the road was once a river it was always hungry. In that land of
beginnings spirits mingled with the unborn. We could assume numerous forms. Many of us were birds. We
knew no boundaries. There was much feasting, playing, and sorrowing. We feasted much because of the
beautiful terrors of eternity. We played much because we were free. And we sorrowed much because there
were always those amongst us who had just returned from the world of the Living. There was not one amongst
us who looked forward to being born.
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review for third volume of 'the famished road' trilogy: this last of three novels by ben okri, the famished road series, is a
great summation of themes introduced, elaborated, extended, from the other two. i read some reviewers who claim he
merely includes more of the same, more fantastical, definitely african, images, thickening the stew but.

Share via Email Hungry for a more fulfilling read A road in Ebocha, Nigeria. They just normally are. No
reason to care. Any problem can be reversed or forgotten in one flash of exclamation-mark-heavy writing.
Logic has flown out of the window, anything can happen and so nothing actually matters. The Famished Road
is pages of the worst kind of dream sequence. Five hundred-and-seventy-four long pages. A burden that seems
especially cruel given that pretty much everything you need to know about it is expressed in its first
paragraph: The river became a road and the road branched out to the whole world. And because the road was
once a river it was always hungry. Some people clearly love it as much as I hate it. It won the Booker, after all.
Why does being a river make anything hungry? And who actually gives one? And if you are lucky enough to
be one of them, perhaps you might be able to tell me what this means: His father has been injured in a fight?
Madame Koto, the local bar owner has been cruel to him? These spirits are especially painful. They appear
and disappear with no rhyme or reason but plenty of overripe prose. They radiated a potent and frightening
dignity â€¦ The redness hurt me all over and then it changed, astonishingly, to a ravishing golden hue with a
shimmering of golden lights. Most notably we often hear the phrase "The strangest thing happened. I had the
impression that I was going over the same ground again and again. To give the author some credit, there is at
least a message behind The Famished Road. The chaos and confusion of the book certainly provokes
reflection on post-colonial Nigeria, where it is set. The anger against "white people" also burns, even if
presented with a typical lack of subtlety: They want to own the whole world and conquer the sun â€¦ They are
not all bad. Learn from them but love the world. Even if, also, these sequences are plagued by bad writing:
Blood appeared on his mouth â€¦ The crowd gasped. The loudspeaker fell silent. But why on earth would a
loudspeaker stop except to generate a cheap effect? Such flourishes make it hard not to feel that Okri is
wasting my time. Wasting a lot of it in this great slab of dreamy-nonsense. But I know others feel differently.
The book moves ever closer to classic status , and there remain thousands of people around the world who
love it. Can you explain why?
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THE FAMISHED ROAD is a river journey taken by Nigerian spirit child, Azaro, through multiple dimensions of existence
that encompass the physical, spiritual, religious, cultural, social, and political realms.

This novel, a winner of the Booker Prize, is a classic of magical realism with a distinctively African twist. Yet,
departing from the more fanciful examples of this genre that we have encountered from South America and
else- where, Okri offers his readers a ghost story in modern garb, with details that are more likely to unsettle
than delight. Few novels cover such a wide rangeâ€”from the grittily realistic to the utterly fantasticâ€” in
such a compressed setting. Yet this a Nigeria of the mind, as much as it is a place on the map, and it sets outs
its boundary lines in folk tales, legends, rumors and incantations, rather than in geographical terms. At one
point, the youngster lingers between life and death for two weeks, and when he awakes he finds himself lying
in a coffinâ€”his parents had given him up for dead. Yet the death of a child may only serve as the beginning
of a new tragedy in this charged settingâ€”sometimes the abiku is born again and again to the same parents,
each time abandoning them before reaching adulthood. The landlord raises their rent. Political operatives and
thugs bully them. Yet, much like Gabriel Garcia Marquez who famously celebrated the wonders of ice in the
opening passage of his classic novel , Okri knows that even commonplace items can seem magical in the right
setting. His characters look on in wonder when electricity, automobiles or other modern wonders arrive in
their village. He decides to become a boxer, and takes on the nickname of Black Tyger. He plans to become a
politician and attracts a motley crew or beggars into his entourage. In this mix, Okri adds other larger-thanlife characters: Anyone who thinks evil of you, may this car run them over in their sleep. This car will hunt out
your enemies, pursue their bad spirits, grind them into the road. Your car will drive over fire and be safe. It
will drive into the ocean and be safe. It has friends in the spirit world. Its friend there, a car just like this one,
will hunt down your enemies. They will not be safe from you. A bomb will fall on this car and it will be safe. I
have opened the road for this car. It will travel all roads. It will arrive safely at all destinations. Perhaps the
Detroit car makers would be in better shape if they included this blessing as a standard feature on all models.
Who needs OnStar or Geico, when you have spirits from the otherworld looking out for your vehicle? The
Famished Road takes on the luster of myth at its opening, then shifts between fantasy and realism through
most of its chapters. But at the conclusion, Okri adopts a visionary tone. We need a new language to talk to
one another. Inside a cat there are many histories, many books. When you look into the eyes of dogs strange
fishes swim in your mind. All roads lead to death, but some roads lead to things which can never be finished.
Although almost the entire action of the story transpires in a small, impoverished village, Ben Okri has
overlaid a whole world and otherworld on to this modest setting. Amidst a literary culture in which fantasy
and realism, myth-making and myth-destroying, are often seen as incompatible approaches, this blurring of
the boundaries is both pleasing and edifying.
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The Famished Road Summary & Study Guide Ben Okri This Study Guide consists of approximately 50 pages of chapter
summaries, quotes, character analysis, themes, and more - everything you need to sharpen your knowledge of The
Famished Road.

The heart is bigger than a mountain. One human life is deeper than the ocean. Strange fishes and sea-monsters
and mighty plants live in the rock-bed of our spirits. The whole of human history is an undiscovered continent
deep in our souls. There are dolphins, plants that dream, magic birds inside us. The sky is inside us. The earth
is in us. The trees of the forest, the animals of the bushes, tortoises, birds, and flowers know our future. The
world that we see and the world that is there are two different things. Wars are not fought on battlegrounds but
in a space smaller than the head of a needle. We need a new language to talk to one another. Inside a cat there
are many histories, many books. When you look into the eyes of dogs strange fishes swim in your mind. All
roads lead to death, but some roads lead to things which can never be finished. There are human beings who
are small but if you can SEE you will notice that their spirits are ten thousand feet wide. In my dream I met a
child sitting on a cloud and his spirit covered half the earth. Angels and demons are amongst us; they take
many forms. They can enter us and dwell there for one second or half a lifetime. Sometimes both of them
dwell in us together. Before everything was born there was first the spirit. It is the spirit which invites things
in, good things, or bad. Invite only good things, my son. Listen to the spirit of things. To your own spirit. So
long as we are alive, so long as we feel, so long as we love, everything in us is an energy we can use. There is
a stillness which makes you travel faster. There is a silence which makes you fly. If your heart is a friend of
Time nothing can destroy you. Death has taught me the religion of living â€” I am converted â€” I am blinded
â€” I am beginning to see â€” I am drunk on sleep â€” My words are the words of a stranger â€” Wear a smile
on your faces â€” Pour me some wine and buy me some cigarettes, my son, for your father has returned to his
true home.
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The Famished Road is a novel that sets out, not to tell a conventional narrative, but to map and explain an entire way of
life and an entire world view -- that of an.

Plot synopsis[ edit ] Azaro is an abiku, or spirit-child, from the ghetto of an unknown city in Africa. He is
constantly harassed by his sibling spirits from another world who want him to leave this mortal life and return
to the world of spirits, sending many emissaries to bring him back. Azaro has stubbornly refused to leave this
life owing to his love for his mother and father. He is the witness of many happenings in the mortal realm. His
father works as a labourer while his mother sells items as a hawker. Madame Koto, the owner of a local bar,
asks Azaro to visit her establishment, convinced that he will bring good luck and customers to her bar.
Meanwhile, his father prepares to be a boxer after convincing himself and his family that he has a talent to be
a pugilist. Two opposing political parties try to bribe or coerce the residents to vote for them. He is an abiku,
or a spirit child who has never lost ties with the spirit world. He is named after Lazarus, of the New testament.
The story follows him as he tries to live his life, always aware of the spirits trying to bring him back. He
suffers greatly for this, eventually becoming a boxer and later a politician. She cares for her family deeply and
constantly gives up food and security for her family and their ideals. She is proud that Azaro is her son and
goes to great lengths to protect him. Madame Koto is proprietress of a local bar. She has a liking for Azaro,
though at times is convinced he brings bad luck. She starts out as a well-meaning woman, trying to get along
with everyone else. However, as the story progresses, she becomes richer, siding with the political Party of the
Rich, and is often accused of witchcraft. Jeremiah, the Photographer is a young artist who brings the village to
the rest of the world and the rest of the world to the village. He manages to get some of his photographs
published, but practices his craft at great personal risk.
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Ben Okri's novel follows Azaro, an abiku or spirit child, through a Nigerian city. Photograph: Murdo MacLeod for the
Guardian The Famished Road is fed by the dreams of literature. I devoured the.

Page 4 of 4 Discussion Questions 1. The Famished Road is a novel that sets out, not to tell a conventional
narrative, but to map and explain an entire way of life and an entire world viewâ€”that of an Africa where
myths are real, the dead are ever-present and the line between dream and reality is blurred. What would you
say are the main characteristics of this style? The spirit-child is a central myth in Nigerian folklore, one who
dislikes "the amazing indifference of the Living in the midst of the simple beauties of the universe" p. Why
does Okri choose to have a spirit-child as the narrator of his novel? What does this spirit-child tell us about
"the heartlessness of human beings, all of whom are born blind, few of whom ever learn to see" p. The
Famished Road does not deal in conventional narrative sequence, and yet Okri is able to give the book a
structure that allows the story to develop dynamically and purposefully. How does he do this? Does this
balance help the flow of the novel? Despite being pages long, the novel has only four main
charactersâ€”Azaro, his mother and father, and Madam Koto the bar owner. How does Okri develop his
individual characters? Madame Koto undergoes a dramatic change in the course of the novel. Can you plot the
development of that change? How far are the shifts in fortune that affect her and her bar, a metaphor for the
wider changes affecting the country as a whole? What does Okri wish us to see in him? It becomes apparent in
the course of the book that Azaro and his parents live in a country that has just freed itself from colonisation.
What does Okri make clear are the legacies of this new-found independence? How far does he agree with the
woman in the crowd who says: They have all kinds of powers We are forgetting these powers. Now, all the
power that people have is selfishness, money and politics" p. Can you chart those changes? How important to
Okri is ritual and tradition? What does Okri mean by this phrase? Is he endorsing the importance of tradition?
What does the sentence imply about the role and meaning of the spirits trying to lure Azaro back to paradise?
The Famished Road, or "the road of our lives" p. What do you understand the famished road to mean? Which
are the animals that most commonly appear in these dreams? What purpose do they fulfil? If they are acting
simply as metaphors, can you guess what they signify? In one vision, Azaro sees the trees "running away from
human habitation" p. How does Okri characterise the growing urbanisation that takes place in the book? What
is his attitude to it? White men hardly make an appearance in the book, and yet their legacy seems pervasive.
What references to white men can you find in the book? How is their legacy assessed by Okri? Like the
spirit-child, it keeps coming and going. One day it will decide to remain" p. Questions issued by publisher.
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Teeming with fevered, apocalyptic visions as well as harrowing scenes of violence and wretched poverty, this mythic
novel by Nigerian short-story writer (Stars of the New Curfew) and poet Okri won t.

Shortly after birth, it became clear that Azaro was a spirit child. He had vivid dreams, which foretold the
future and he could see spirits interacting with the living. The spirits called to him and caused him to leave his
body for a time, which caused his parents to think he was dead. He woke up in his own coffin and his parents
found they could not afford the spiritual ceremony to cut his obvious connection with the spirit world. Azaro
grew and learned more about his "gift. Priestesses who saw his true power abducted him. Azaro made a
narrow escape, only to end up in the house of a police officer whose dead son tried to take over his body. He
desperately called out psychically to his mother, who rescued him. Creditors began harassing the family. His
father beat several of them badly and became known as a "troublemaker" to the landlord. His mother became
very sick and almost died from fever; a local bar owner, Madame Koto, helped revive her. Azaro found
himself routinely distracted by spirits, who would lure him into the woods and get him lost. His visions were
powerful. Azaro spent much time with Madame Koto at the bar. She considered him lucky because of his
spirit connection. In fact, Azaro would often rely on Madame Koto to feed him. His father shamed them into
returning the furniture, before finally paying them off. The landlord grew more hostile towards the family.
One day Madame Koto hung a magical ornament a fetish above the doorway of the bar and almost
immediately, strange customers began to fill the establishment. Azaro saw misshapen figures, blind men and
half-man, half-animal spirits in the bar. One night, a group closed in on him and carried him out in a sack. He
escaped by cutting a hole and running away. On the way back, he was plagued by visions and became lost. In
the morning he found his way home and was beaten by his angry father. Azaro came down with malaria and it
took him several days to recover. When Azaro was feeling better and back at the bar, he saw a similar group of
spirits intermingling with the living. He realized that the fetish above the door was attracting them. Azaro took
it and fled into the night, with many of the angry spirits in pursuit. After a long chase, he lost them and buried
the fetish far into the forest. The political season opened with rival parties of the rich and poor making
promises out of loudspeakers mounted on vans. The party of the rich gave out powdered milk, which turned
out to be tainted and made everyone sick. When the van returned later, the villagers attacked it and beat the
men inside. The van was burned and became a "landmark" in the village. The local photographer managed to
take pictures of the incident and had them published in an international paper, making him momentarily
famous. It also made him a target of the politicians. Political thugs became more prevalent in the village. Rival
gangs would fight in the streets. Azaro wandered into the city one day and was shocked to see his father
working under backbreaking conditions. He carried huge bags of salt and cement and was shamed when he
saw his son watching him. Madame Koto updated her bar and became a supporter of the party of the rich.
More thugs began to frequent the bar and they harassed her "regular" clients. Powerful men of the party
arrived and Madame Koto hired prostitutes to appease them. Azaro had another strong vision of the spirit
world in the forest. The landlord raised their rent more than any other tenants. The rainy season caused a
downpour, which lasted for two weeks. This spirit wanted Azaro to follow him to the spirit world. Azaro
refused and the spirit became angry, saying a more powerful spirit would return for him. Azaro was then
tricked by spirits into breaking the window of a magical blind man in the village. He followed Azaro home
and his parents became angry. He saw visions and places and finally came to the point of no return. He also
saw his parents try and wake him, but he was too angry to care. Herbalists eventually brought him back to his
relieved parents, who tried to be more optimistic. He trained all hours of the day, except when working and
sleeping. One night, while Azaro was out watching his father train, a man that called himself the Yellow
Jaguar challenged him. He had been a ghost from the spirit world. He became more popular; villagers would
follow to watch him shadowbox around the town. His nickname was Black Tyger. It was a new thing for the
villagers to see, since many of them had never seen a light bulb. She also bought herself a car, raised prices
and opened another bar on the other side of town. Azaro met a friend named Ade. Thugs began hassling Black
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Tyger and brought a huge man named Green Leopard to fight him. Black Tyger started out pummeling his
opponent, but the Green Leopard would not fall. Then the Green Leopard returned the beating. Finally, the
Black Tyger prevailed and the Green Leopard was carried away. When he awoke, he had a passion for
politics. He planned to run for office; his first constituency was a group of beggars. He threw a party, which
again turned into a disaster when food ran scarce. Again, he had Azaro make a huge bet and the thugs lined up
to bet against him. A man in the crowd kept distracting him until Azaro and Ade pushed him away. The Black
Tyger knocked his opponent out of the ring and made it back to his home to collapse. He awoke three days
later and spoke of a new day beginning. Azaro felt peace for the first time in months. The spirits were quiet.
This section contains 1, words approx.
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Azaro, the narrator-protagonist of Okri's Famished Road, is an abiku, or spirit-child, destined to undergo a recurring
cycle of birth, early death, and rebirth. Azaro betrays his abiku destiny.

They wanted also to know wonder and to live miracles. Death is too perfect. The road thirsts for libations of
blood and tears and sucks into its inescapable vortex, parables of imperialist avarice and remnants of broken
dreams. It cuts across the acropolis of untold agonies, eavesdropping on They wanted to know the essence of
pain, they wanted to suffer, to feel, to love, to hate, to be greater than hate, and to be imperfect in order to
always have something to strive towards, which is beauty. Unspooling like an exponentially lengthening
thread, the road girds itself around all human conflict - past, present, and future. The road is human history
itself, a ravenous beast intent on devouring existential agonies, grief, bitterness, hope, happiness, and
ambition, crushing penury and incertitude and spitting back monstrosities that ravage and soothe in turn. The
road teaches the abiku child to endure disease and death, condemning him to a cycle of endless reincarnations
till a time comes when all historical wrongs will be rectified. They keep coming and going till their time is
right. There is a reason Marquez and Rushdie have sought magical realism as their preferred facade to convey
the truth of a reality that is too multitudinous and immense to be grasped all at once. Deformed one-eyed
monsters, forest spirits, homunculi and humans rendezvous while pouring themselves palm-wine from
calabashes, characters drift in and out of dreams with the ease of changing trains at a station, life becomes an
interminable travesty of farcical repetitions interspersed with brief interludes of small triumphs and bigger
setbacks. Near death experiences, disease, natural calamities, political unrest keep making reappearances like
unwanted guests. The stink of hunger and need cling to the community like a persistent shadow. But in this
black hole of innumerable woes, the love of home and family becomes a placebo assuaging the pain of small
everyday injustices. I wanted the liberty of limitations, to have to find or create new roads from this one which
is so hungry, this road of our refusal to be. It might be easy to dismiss this as an exercize in trotting out a
one-trick pony. But a little more effort yields a magnificent view through the gauzy mesh of short, stumpy
sentences that proliferate to create a unique kind of prose-poetry generously offering a multisensorial
experience for the reader. One can glimpse the astounding beauty of a world combating ugly realities at every
turn with humour and an understated bravery. The snippets of wisdom dispersed unevenly between the arrays
of grotesquely beautiful images, despite their garb of a seemingly simplistic idiolect, jolt one into a renewed
awareness of their import. The beauty of this work overwhelmed my senses in ways I cannot properly express.
Sometimes it can be strangely disempowering despite affording its users with currency. Okri has managed to
do just that with elan. In the diction of its preference.
9: The Famished Road - Discussion Questions
When President Bill Clinton first went to Africa he quoted from The Famished Road, which has inspired literature, art,
politics, and pop songsâ€”and even been referenced in an episode of The Simpsons. A transformative story for all ages
and all times, it means many things to many people.
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